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Abstract

During the HIV-1 retroviral life cycle, endogenous cellular proteins serve to both promote 

and inhibit the retroviral reproductive cycle. Cyclophilin A (CypA) is one such protein that binds 

the viral capsid. The interaction between CypA and the capsid, especially in the target cell, has 

been demonstrated to be essential for efficient infection and progression through the HIV-1 

reproductive cycle. However, other native proteins inhibit HIV-1 at various stages of the 

reproductive cycle. For example, TRIM5α catalyzes premature and accelerated capsid uncoating 

thereby blocking reverse transcription in certain species. Tetherin inhibits budding by tethering 

the virion to the cell and preventing release. Other proteins exploit a combination of interactions 

to assist in degradation. TRIMCyp fusions in certain primate species contain a TRIM5α domain 

fused to a Cyclophilin A domain. The combination results in capsid binding, premature 

uncoating, and prevention of reverse transcription. Here we attempt to exploit a similar 

interaction in the creation of a novel HIV-1 restriction factor by fusing CypA to the protein 

Antizyme-1. Endogenously, Antizyme plays a role in regulating polyamine levels by regulating 

levels of ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) by mediating ODC degradation via the 26S proteasome. 

We hypothesized that the combination of the capsid binding CypA domain and the proteasome 

associated Antizyme domain would result in premature degradation of the viral capsid resulting 

in reduced viral titer and infectivity. In contrast to our hypothesis, we found that expression of 

the CypA-Antizyme fusion did not affect viral titer or viral infectivity when expressed in both 

target and producer cell lines due in part to proteasome mediated degradation of our fusion 

construct.  Despite the negative result, our data suggests future modifications that could be made 

to our construct to help evade cellular degradation mechanisms and eventually test the full 

therapeutic potential of the fusion.



Introduction

The HIV Global Pandemic and Current Treatment Options

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV-1) is a retrovirus of the lentiviral family that 

infects helper T cells of the immune system. By infecting and killing cells essential to the 

immune response, HIV-1 compromises the integrity of the immune system resulting in acquired 

immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Since its discovery and characterization in the early 

1980's, the global HIV/AIDS pandemic has killed more than 25 million people, claiming 1.7 

million lives in 2011 alone. Despite increased awareness, transmission of the infection continues 

with 2.5 million new cases in 2011 adding to the 34 million already living with the virus (WHO 

2011). 

Modern treatment options for combating infection are aimed at inhibiting retroviral 

enzymes required for the reproductive cycle. Current prescribed treatments include non-

nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors 

(NRTIs), protease inhibitors (PIs), entry/fusion inhibitors, and integrase inhibitors (Mayo Clinic 

2012). Despite the existence of a wide array of viable treatment options, there is still a need for 

the development of additional therapies. Antiretroviral therapies (ARVTs), despite their efficacy, 

pose problems with side effects, coverage/availability, and drug resistance. HIV treatment 

regimens are effective in controlling the virus but may also be accompanied by a wide variety of 

side effects including nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abnormal heartbeats, shortness of breath, skin 

rash, and bone decay and weakness (Mayo Clinic 2012). 

The issues of patient coverage and drug availability also exist, particularly in developing 

nations. Coverage in developing regions has seen a 26-fold increase since 2003; however, the 

World Health Organization (WHO) reports only 54% total coverage of those needing ARV 



therapies with only 57% of pregnant women receiving the most effective recommended regimens 

(WHO 2011). 

Drug resistance is also an issue. Despite a 90% success rate of ARV therapies in 

developing nations, more than 7% of treatments fail, mostly due to NRTI and NNRTI resistance. 

In developed nations, resistance is more prevalent with 10-17% of ARV-naive individuals being 

infected with strains resistant to at least one antiretroviral drug (WHO 2011). New options are 

needed. This overview will examine the endogenous cellular mechanisms that both propagate 

and prevent lentiviral infections. Intrinsic mechanisms will then be used as the basis for the 

proposal of a novel protein mediated defense against HIV-1 infection.

HIV Retroviral Life Cycle

HIV-1 interacts with a variety of endogenous cellular pathways as it progresses through 

its reproductive cycle. Some cellular machinery is co-opted for the propagation of the viral 

reproductive cycle, while other mechanisms exist that restrict the replication of the HIV-1 virus 

(Malim and Bieniasz 2012). This overview will discuss various cellular mechanisms that are 

involved both in the promotion and inhibition of HIV-1 infection. The majority of both 

protagonistic and antagonistic cellular mechanisms function after viral binding and fusion.



Figure 1. A model of the steps involved in HIV infection beginning with viral entry and ending with budding and 

maturation. Key cellular machinery hijacked for viral reproduction and inhibitory host cell factors are labeled as 

such at the point in the retroviral life cycle at which they act (TRIM5, APOBEC3G, etc). Figure was modified from 

(Engelman and Cherepanov 2012). 

The HIV-1 reproductive cycle begins with viral entry, which is accomplished through 

binding of the CD4 receptor and co-receptor (CCR5) leading to fusion and viral entry (figure 1). 

The capsid then undergoes uncoating prior to the initiation of reverse transcription, which leads 

to the synthesis of DNA from the RNA viral genome. The pre-integration complex (PIC) is then 

formed and imported into the nucleus where PIC-associated HIV-1 integrase catalyzes the 

integration of the provirus into the host DNA. RNA Polymerase II then initiates transcription of 

the proviral genes. Transcripts are exported from the nucleus and translated to produce the viral 

protein components. Larger mRNAs require host proteins for transcript stabilization and nuclear 



export. New virion assembly occurs at the plasma membrane (Engelman and Cherepanov 2012). 

Gag and Gag-pol polyproteins, along with genomic viral RNA gather at the membrane where the 

Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport (ESCRT) complexes and other host factors 

mediate budding and release from the cell. Incorporated proteases then cleave the p55 Gag 

polyprotein to yield the capsid protein (CA or p24) of the mature virus (Matsuoka et al 2009).

Vectors Used to Study HIV-1 Infection

Figure 2. A model of the modified HIV-1 plasmids utilized to study HIV-1 infection in a variety of cell lineages. 

Plasmids include a HIV-1 vector (CSII-EGFP), packaging plasmid (ΔNRF), and an envelope encoding plasmid 

(pMDG). Figure was modified from (Invivogen 2010). See text for description of vector system.

For the purposes of research, the use of active HIV-1 virus is not ideal and poses 

additional health risks, therefore we utilize a model system derived from the HIV-1 viral 

genome. HIV-1 infection and reproduction as described above and in figure 1, can be modeled 

and studied using a vector system of three modified plasmids [(figure 2) and (Cockrell and Kafri 



2007)]. The first vector, CSII-EGFP, is a lentiviral expression plasmid containing a psi (Ψ) 

packaging sequence and the fluorescent green protein EGFP reporter gene inserted between the 

lentiviral LTRs that allow for integration into the host genome. In this model system, EGFP takes 

the place of HIV-1 genes that encode the disease causing virulent factors rendering the model 

virus harmless. The second plasmid, ΔNRF, is a packaging plasmid that contains the gag region 

encoding the proteins that comprise the capsid, and the pol region encoding the reverse 

transcriptase and integrase enzymes. The third and final plasmid, pMDG, contains the envelope 

gene of the Vesicular Somatitis Virus (VSV-G). The VSV-G envelope is used in lieu of the HIV-1 

envelope due to its ability to infect a broader range of host cells. The HIV-1 envelope gene (env) 

confers specificity to helper T cell infection; therefore it is necessary to utilize a different 

envelope for research purposes. The ability of the VSV-G envelope to mediate lentiviral 

transduction makes it ideal for its use in modeling HIV-1 infection in a variety of cell lineages 

(Cockrell and Kafri 2007).

HIV/Cyclophilin A Interaction

 Upon entry, the capsid protein binds the cytosolic protein Cyclophilin A, which allows 

efficient infection to proceed. Cyclophilin A is a peptidyl-prolyl isomerase member of the 

cyclophilin protein family and functions primarily in mammalian protein folding and trafficking 

(Nigro et al 2011). It was also the first HIV-1 capsid specific host factor to be identified (Luban 

2012). The interaction between CypA and capsid protein (CA) is accomplished through the 

binding of a proline residue, present in an exposed loop extending from the CA subunits, by the 

CypA active site (Matsuoka et al 2009). Evidence for CypA's role in modulating HIV-1 infection 

is provided by studies inhibiting the interaction between the capsid and CypA. Inhibition of the 

CypA-CA interaction was accomplished through a variety means including the use of cell lines 



with reduced CypA expression, treatment with cyclosporine A (CsA) or its analogs which disrupt 

the CypA-CA interaction, or introduction of CA mutations such as P90A and G89A that impair 

CypA binding (Matsuoka et al 2009). Overall, inhibition of the CypA-CA interaction resulted in 

diminished HIV-1 infectivity.

Despite CypA's clear role in modulating HIV-1 infectivity, its mechanism of action is still 

unclear. At present, CypA-CA binding is hypothesized to affect virion core stability, catalyze 

viral uncoating, and/or protect the viral capsid from cellular restriction factors that would 

otherwise inhibit viral reproduction (Matsuoka et al 2009). Earlier researchers had speculated 

that CypA might catalyze uncoating through a mechanism similar to the process by which Hsp70 

mediates the uncoating of clathrin coated vesicles (Braaten et al 1996).  Regardless of 

mechanism, uncoating is essential in allowing reverse transcription to proceed. 

Following new virion formation, cytosolic CypA is also incorporated into newly formed 

virions prior to budding from HIV-1 producing cells. Producer cell incorporation of CypA has 

been studied; however, the CypA-CA interaction directly following viral entry into target cells is 

thought to be the interaction that determines infection efficiency (Sokolskaja et al 2004). 

Although the mechanism is still unclear, it is accepted that CypA (primarily in the target cell) 

plays a crucial function in essential processes early in the infection cycle.

The essential role CypA has in HIV-1 infectivity has made it a target for antiviral 

therapies. An example is cyclosporin A, which inhibits the binding of CypA to the capsid by 

disrupting the interaction between CypA and the Gag polyprotein. However, cyclosporin A is 

also a powerful immunosuppressant as in inhibits the broad range of CypA functions including 

the mediation of the inflammatory response and chemoattractive recruitment of the innate 

immune system (Huss 1996, Nigro et al 2011). Therefore, its use as a treatment against 



HIV/AIDS would seem counterproductive.

HIV Restriction Factors

Several proteins have been identified that serve to inhibit the reproduction and spreading 

of HIV-1 infection. Collectively, these endogenous proteins make up a group of proteins 

classified as HIV restriction factors. Restriction factors encompass a broad range of proteins that 

inhibit the HIV-1 reproductive cycle at various stages. The three HIV-1 restriction factors that 

will be discussed are APOBEC3, Tetherin, and TRIM5α. 

APOBEC3

APOBEC3 is a potent HIV restriction factor belonging to the apolipoprotein B messenger 

RNA (mRNA)-editing enzyme catalytic polypeptide-like 3 (APOBEC3) family of proteins. 

APOBEC3 is incorporated into viral particles and compromises the genetic integrity of the 

retroviral genome. APOBEC3 acts by catalyzing viral hypermutation through polynucleotide 

deaminase activity which alters the bases of the RNA-based HIV-1 genome (Malim and Bieniasz 

2012). Hypermutation results in nonfunctional viral genes which eliminates the ability of the 

virus to proceed through its reproductive cycle. Like other factors previously discussed, 

interaction and incorporation of APOBEC3 into viral particles is dependent on the interaction 

with the Gag precursor polyprotein. However, the activity of the APOBEC3 protein family is 

inhibited by the viral factor Vif which, when present, prevents the incorporation of APOBEC3 

into HIV-1 virions, by orchestrating APOBEC3 degradation (Schäfer et al 2004).

Tetherin

The second restriction factor, Tetherin, functions by inhibiting the budding and release of 

mature HIV-1 virions. Tetherin is a type-II single pass transmembrane protein that has both a 

transmembrane anchor and a glycophosphatidylinositol lipid anchor (Zheng et al 2012). The 



transmembrane anchor, as its name suggests, anchors the protein in the plasma membrane. The 

glycophosphatidylinositol lipid anchor functions in the binding of the HIV-1 capsid. In 

combination, the two functional Tetherin domains trap virions by acting as a physical protein 

tether and prevent release. However, like the action of  APOBEC3 is opposed by Vif, Tetherin 

activity is also inhibited by a HIV-1 antagonist. The viral protein Vpu is thought to prevent 

accumulation of Tetherin protein at the plasma membrane allowing for virion release (Malim and 

Bieniasz 2012).

TRIM Pathway

 The TRIM pathway blocks the progression of infection after viral entry but prior to the 

initiation of reverse transcription. The protein responsible for this inhibitory effect is TRIM5α, a 

member of the tripartite motif (TRIM) protein family. The protein consists of three distinct 

domains: (1) RING (2) B-box and (3) coiled-coil domains. Upon entry into the cytoplasm, the 

viral capsid lattice is recognized and bound by TRIM5α which multimerizes to form a 

complimentary lattice promoted by its own coiled-coil and B-box domains (Luban 2012). With 

sufficient avidity, TRIM5α binding and multimerization results in premature uncoating and 

blockage of reverse transcription.

The mechanism by which TRIM5α restricts HIV-1 infection is not currently known. The 

zinc-binding RING finger domain, which bears marked structural similarities to E3 ubiquitin 

ligases, was initially hypothesized to function in the degradation of viral proteins (Malim and 

Bieniasz 2012). However, TRIM5α-mediated ubiquitination of viral proteins has not been 

observed; although, co-localization of TRIM5α with the proteasome in infected cells suggests 

potential mechanisms that may result in the degradation of viral components by the proteasome 

(Luban 2012). Instead, the RING domain functions in an autocatalytic cycle in conjunction with 



certain E2 enzymes to ubiquitinate TRIM5α (Luban 2012). Covalent attachment of ubiquitin to 

TRIM5α itself results in a short half-life of the TRIM5α protein. Additional experiments brought 

about further questions regarding the mechanism of HIV restriction. Proteasome inhibition 

experiments demonstrate that proteasome activity is required for ectopic capsid disassembly and 

reverse transcription block but is not necessary for the overall antiretroviral activity of TRIM5α 

(Malim and Bieniasz 2012). Based on current literature, capsid binding and multimerization 

appear to be the only clear essential steps in retroviral restriction. Multiple redundant restriction 

mechanisms of TRIM5α may account for seemingly contradicting results. 

Variations in TRIM5α account for differential viral capsid avidity that confer species 

specific immunities to particular retroviruses. For example, HIV-1 is blocked prior to reverse 

transcription by TRIM5α in old world monkeys due to recognition and premature uncoating by 

the TRIM5α protein. The block to reverse transcription does not occur in humans. Human 

TRIM5α lacks sufficient avidity to block HIV-1 infection, although it is able to recognize and 

block the infection of other retroviruses including equine infection anemia virus (EIAV) and 

murine leukemia virus (MLV) (Luban 2012). 

TRIM-Cyp Fusions

In some species (other than humans), naturally expressed TRIM5α fusions also restrict 

the infection of HIV-1. Specifically, fusions of TRIM5α and cyclophilins are expressed in certain 

primate species including owl monkeys and some macaques (Malim and Bieniasz 2012). In such 

fusions, retrotransposition events have fused Cyclophilin A in frame with the RBCC domains of 

TRIM5α. Predictably, TRIMCyp fusions recognize incoming lentiviral capsids via CypA-CA 

binding and provide an additional block to retroviral reproduction. Similar to the mechanism by 

which TRIM5α inhibits infection, the mechanism of TRIMCyp fusions is not completely 



understood. However, it is clear that TRIMCyp fusions bind the capsid directly resulting in 

premature capsid fragmentation and blocking infection prior to reverse transcription (Malim and 

Bieniasz 2012). Although similar results were observed under conditions of proteasome 

inhibition as were discussed previously with TRIM5α. 

The existence of such endogenous fusions suggests that the interaction of Cyclophilin A 

and the viral capsid could potentially be exploited in the engineering of therapeutic chimeric 

proteins. Viral factors such as Vif and Vpu have co-evolved to subvert restriction factors. Hence, 

engineered HIV-1 restriction factors for which antagonistic retroviral mechanisms do not exist 

may be powerful in combating HIV-1. The native occurrence of the TRIMCyp fusion naturally 

suggests the fusion of CypA to another protein may be a strategy that could be used to engineer 

such a restriction factor. Here we explore the fusion of CypA to the protein Antizyme.

Antizyme Protein Family

Antizymes are a family of three proteins that function in the down regulation of cellular 

polyamine levels. Regulation of polyamine synthesis is accomplished through the regulation of 

ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), which functions as the rate-limiting step of polyamine synthesis 

(Pegg 2006). Functionally, Antizymes bind ODC subunits and target them for ubiquitin-

independent degradation via the 26S proteasome. ODC levels are well documented and have 

been shown to play a key role in the regulation of cellular proliferation. As Antizymes are 

negative regulators of ODC, they can then also be characterized as tumor suppressors and 

negative regulators of cellular proliferation given the role of polyamines in promoting mitosis. 

This tumor suppressor role has been documented through overexpression in mice (Kahana 2009). 

However, overexpression can also have a cytotoxic effect and induce apoptosis. The three 

members of protein family are Antizyme-1, Antizyme-2, and Antizyme-3 and are encoded by the 



OAZ1, OAZ2, and OAZ3 genes respectively. Despite Antizyme-1 being the most studied and well 

understood, they all serve similar functions and differ mostly in their locations and levels of 

expression. Antizyme-1 is expressed ubiquitously, while Antizyme-2 and Antizyme-3 expression 

is restricted to the brain and testis respectively (Coffino 2001). It was because of its ubiquitous 

endogenous expression that made Anitzyme-1 a more attractive candidate for CypA-Antizyme 

fusion research. 

Antizyme-1

As Antizyme-1 is ubiquitously expressed and more widely researched, more is known 

about its expression and function than the other members of the protein family. As previously 

mentioned, Antizyme functions by binding and escorting ODC to the proteasome resulting in a 

subsequent decrease in cellular polyamine synthesis (Kahana 2009). Antizyme expression itself 

is regulated via a polyamine-dependent frameshifting mechanism. Antizyme is transcribed in two 

open reading frames (ORFs): ORF 1 which is a nonfunctional enzyme, and ORF 2 which 

encodes the mature functional enzyme (Coffino 2001). Elevated polyamine levels trigger a 

translational frameshift at the ribosome which results in production of the mature and functional 

enzyme. However, Antizyme itself has a high cellular turnover through a cycle of ubiquitination 

and degradation, and is expressed only transiently.  In addition to its role in polyamine 

regulation, Antizyme is also believed to play a role in cell signaling, centrosome/centriole 

maintenance, and DNA repair (Kahana 2009). The diverse range of Antizyme activity despite 

transient expression suggests a broad array of potential cellular interactions if expression could 

be amplified or ectopically modified. Similarly, its capacity to associate with the proteasome 

suggests its therapeutic potential as an engineered HIV-1 restriction factor when fused to 

Cyclophilin A. 



Cyclophilin A - Antizyme-1 Fusion: Engineering a Novel HIV-1 Restriction Factor

We hypothesize that a CypA-Antizyme fusion will bind HIV-1 viral particles via the 

Cyclophilin A domain and target them for degradation through the 26S proteasome associated 

Antizyme domain thereby inhibiting the progression of the HIV-1 retroviral life cycle. 

Materials and Methods

Plasmids and Cloning

Cyclophilin A (CypA) and Antizyme sequences were isolated via PCR from cDNA 

libraries using oligonucleotide primers designed by Dr. Nikunj Somia and manufactured by 

Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). Antizyme primers were designed to generate an open 

reading frame (ORF 2) so that the functional protein could be produced uncoupled from 

polyamine levels. Mutations were also introduced to the Antizyme-ODC binding site to inhibit 

the interaction with its endogenous target, ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), and reduce potential 

cytotoxic effects. Antizyme mutations and cloning were achieved through a two fragment 

ligation reaction mediated by incorporated ApaI restriction sites in the primers. Designed 

Antizyme and CypA primers also incorporated terminal EcoRI and NotI restriction enzyme sites 

to assist in the ligation and production of the CypA-Antizyme fusion. The CypA-Antizyme 

fusion and Antizyme control sequences were isolated and cloned into pCLMFGv2ΔNcoI 

expression vectors. Correct insertion and orientation of the fragments were verified through 

sequencing reactions. 

Cell Lines, Tissue Culture, and Media

293T embryonic kidney cells were cultured and maintained in Dulbecco's Modified 

Eagle's Medium (DMEM), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Gibco 0.05% 

Trypsin-EDTA by Life Technologies was used in splitting and the maintenance of cell lines.



Transfections/Virus Production

Confluent 293T cells were split into ~5 × 106 293T cells/plate approximately 24 hours 

prior to transfection. Both polyethyleneimine (PEI) (Boussif et al 1995) and calcium phosphate 

transfection methods (Kingston et al 2001) were used to transiently transfect multiple plasmids 

as outlined previously (figure 2). HIV-1 producing plasmids, CSII-EGFP, ΔNRF, and pMDG 

were transfected in a 3:2:1 ratio (15μg, 10μg, 5μg) (Cockrell and Kafri 2007). 24 hours after 

transfection, media was aspirated and replaced with an equivalent amount (10 mL) of fresh 

DMEM + 10% FBS media. Cells were then incubated an additional 48 hours to allow for optimal 

levels of transcription, translation and viral production. The supernatant media was then 

harvested and filtered using a 45 μm filter. Determining the concentration of viral particles in the 

media (viral titer) was not needed as we were looking for infection rates relative to control cell 

lines, therefore the use of equivalent volumes during infections was a sufficient control.

Infections and Fluorescence Microscopy/Photography

Producer Cell Interactions' Effect on Viral Titer

Interactions in virus-producing cells were studied through 293T cell 

cotransfection of CypA-Antizyme fusion DNA (15 μg) with HIV-1 producing plasmids 

(15, 10, 5 μg respectively). Transfections were completed with appropriate controls and 

virus was harvested as previously described. 

5 × 105 293T cells were then seeded into 6-well dishes. Cells were then infected 

with varying amounts (1 mL, 100 μL, and 10 μL) of virus produced in the presence of the 

CypA-Antizyme fusion and controls harvested previously. Infections and relative viral 

titer were measured using fluorescence microscopy to monitor the EGFP reporter gene 

and compared to the infection of control HIV-1 virus. Photographs were taken 48-72 



hours following infection using the fluorescent microscope. 

Target Cell Interactions 

To study target cell interactions, 293T cells were transfected with 15 μg of the 

CypA-Antizyme fusion DNA. Additional 293T cell cultures were transfected with 

Antizyme and CypA controls respectively (15 μg of each). As outlined above, media was 

changed 24 hours after transfection. Approximately 48 hours later, cells were split and 

seeded into 6-well dishes.  Expression of transfected plasmids was monitored using 

Western/Immunoblot analysis.

5 × 105 293T cells expressing the CypA-Antizyme fusion, CypA, and Antizyme 

from the above transfections were then seeded into 6-well dishes. Cells were then 

infected with different amounts (1 mL, 100 μL, and 10 μL) of HIV-1 virus produced 

under normal cellular conditions harvested as previously described. Levels of infection 

were monitored by measuring the EGFP reporter gene using fluorescence microscopy. 

Again, photographs were taken 48-72 hours following infection. 

Western/Immunoblot Analysis

Following viral harvest, cells were washed with 1 mL phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 

Cells were removed from the plate with a sterile scraper and resuspended in 1 mL PBS. Cells 

were pelleted, and resuspended in 500 μL of lysis buffer [20 mM Tris-HCL (pH 8.0), 1 mM 

CaCl2, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton-X 100, 1 μg/mL aprotinin, 2  μg/mL leupeptin]. Cells were then 

incubated on ice for 10 minutes. Cellular debris was pelleted by centrifuging for 5 minutes at 

10,000 rpm and the supernatant was harvested. Protein concentrations were then determined 

using a Bradford assay. 5 μg of protein from each cellular lysate were used to run an SDS-PAGE 

gel at 100 volts for 2-3 hours. Proteins were then transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using 



170 mA current for four hours. Membranes were probed for Antizyme/CypA expression using 

antibodies against Antizyme and CypA and visualized using horseradish peroxidase 

chemiluminescence. 

Results 

Constructing the Fusion

To investigate the effects of the fusion we first created an expression vector containing 

the CypA-Antizyme fusion sequence. To introduced mutations conferring an open reading frame 

(ORF 2) and inhibit ODC binding, Antizyme was amplified via PCR in two separate fragments 

using two sets of primers. The ligation of the isolated Cyclophilin A and two mutated fragments 

of Antizyme were verified by EcoRI/NotI Restriction digest. The final construct, in addition to 

the predicted and observed restriction digests, can be seen in figure 3. Restriction digest analysis 

demonstrated the successful fusion of the CypA and Antizyme domains. In addition to restriction 

digest analysis, sequences spanning the ligation sites were also obtained to confirm proper 

orientation of the inserted fragments. Sequencing data also served to confirm the successful 

introduction of a frameshift resulting in a polyamine-independent open reading frame (ORF 2). 

In addition, sequencing reactions also confirmed the mutations intended to disrupt ODC binding 

and degradation. 

Producer Cell Experiments

Next we investigated the effect of CypA-Antizyme expression in 293T cells producing 

the HIV-1 virus. The effect of CypA-Antizyme fusion on viral titer when expressed in 293T 

producer cells was investigated through cotransfection of HIV-1 producing plasmids into 293T 

cells with the fusion. Media was replaced after 24 hours and virus was harvested and filtered 48 

hours later. 5 × 105 293T cells were then seeded in 6-well dishes and infected with three different 



volumes of virus (1 mL, 100 μL, and 10 μL). Relative viral titer was determined via fluorescence 

microscopy visualization of the EGFP reporter gene. Photos were taken 48-72 hours post 

infection and were compared relative to the controls. Fluorescence microscopy photographs seen 

in figure 4 revealed no observable difference in viral titer as indicated by the prevalence of the 

EGFP reporter gene. Flow cytometry analysis of fluorescence was not required. Minor 

differences in titer would not be indicative of a significant therapeutic effect and therefore minor 

differences in fluorescence were not quantified. From the photographs, we concluded that fusion 

expression in the producer cell did not have a significant effect on viral titer. 

Target Cell Experiments

Since fusion expression in producer cell lines yielded no apparent therapeutic effects, we 

then tested the effect of fusion expression in target cells of HIV-1 infection. The effect of CypA-

Antizyme fusion expression in HIV-1 target 293T cells was examined through transfection of the 

fusion followed by infection. Infection levels were compared in parallel to cells that had been 

transfected with Antizyme and Cyclophilin A controls. Media was changed 24 hours following 

transfection. After 48 hours,  5 × 105 of each transfected cell type were seeded into 6-well dishes 

and infected with three different volumes of HIV-1 virus (1 mL, 100 μL, and 10 μL). Infection 

was again monitored via fluorescence microscopy visualization of the EGFP reporter gene and 

photos were taken 48-72 hours post transfection. Photos revealed no observable difference in 

infection rates (figure 5), leading us to conclude that the fusion had no effect on the HIV-1 

reproductive cycle when expressed in 293T target cells. Similar to producer cell experiments, 

quantitative analysis was not relevant as a therapeutic effect would not be obtained within a one 

or two-fold difference in infection rates.  

Fusion Expression Stability 



We next investigated whether the negative result was due to the fusion’s lack of 

therapeutic activity or potentially due to fusion instability in vivo. When endogenously 

expressed, Antizyme itself is highly unstable (Kahana 2009). Ubiquitination and degradation 

results in a high rate of cellular turnover. In target and producer cell experiments described 

above, we were unable to confirm expression of the CypA-Antizyme fusion or Antizyme control 

using immunoblot analysis (data not shown). We were concerned that the Antizyme domain of 

the fusion might be recognized by the endogenous Antizyme-regulatory pathway and undergo 

ubiquitin-dependent proteasome degradation which would account for our inability to detect 

expression through immunoblot analysis. After confirming the sequence and identity of the 

fusion and Antizyme encoding plasmids, experiments were performed to investigate expression 

stability of the CypA-Antizyme fusion in 293T cells. 

To test whether cellular turnover of the fusion was mediated by the proteasome, 293T 

cells were transfected with the CypA-Antizyme fusion and media was replaced 24 hours 

following transfections. Cells were then cultured for an additional 48 hours to allow for optimal 

protein expression. However, 24 hours into the 48 hour incubation period, cells were exposed to 

increasing concentrations (0, 1, 2, 4 μM) of the proteasome inhibitor MG132 to limit the 

potential degradation of the CypA-Antizyme fusion. After the remaining 24 hours, cells were 

harvested and lysed. Cellular lysates were then used for immunoblot analysis and probed for 

fusion expression using Cyclophilin-A and Antizyme antibodies and compared to a control 293T 

cellular lysate. Relative to endogenous CypA, fusion expression was significantly reduced and 

detectable using immunoblot analysis only with a prolonged two hour exposure time (figure 6). 

Furthermore, levels of fusion expression and smearing appeared to be proportional to the 

concentration of the proteasome inhibitor MG132. Again, the relationship between MG132 and 



CypA-Antizyme fusion expression can be seen in figure 6. From the immunoblot data, we 

conclude that under normal cellular conditions, the CypA-Antizyme fusion is being degraded by 

the proteasome. The degradation of the fusion offers a possible explanation for negative results 

of the producer and target cell experiments.

Discussion 

The purpose of the experiments was to evaluate the ability of the engineered CypA-

Antizyme protein fusion to act as restriction factor in the inhibition of the HIV-1 retroviral life 

cycle. After verifying the identity of our fusion construct, experiments were aimed at 

investigating the potential for retroviral restriction in both producer and target cells through 

inhibition of HIV-1 reproduction and reduction in viral titer. Experiments demonstrated no 

observable difference in the viral titer of producer cells, or infection susceptibility of target cells 

transfected with the protein fusion. 

When HIV-1 producing plasmids were cotransfected in the presence of the CypA-

Antizyme fusion, no observable difference in the viral titer was found through visual 

measurement of the EGFP reporter gene (figure 4). The uniform expression of the EGFP reporter 

gene across all three cell cultures is indicative of equivalent viral titer from each of the producer 

cell lines, independent of fusion or Antizyme cotransfection. Similarly, when 293T cells were 

transfected with the CypA-Antizyme fusion and subsequently infected with HIV-1 virus, no 

observable difference was found in the proportion of cells infected relative to the Antizyme and 

CypA controls as indicated by fluorescence microscopy visualization of the EGFP reporter gene 

(figure 5). The results from the producer and target cell experiments suggest that the CypA-

Antizyme fusion is ineffective in inhibiting the HIV-1 retroviral reproductive cycle or is not 

sufficiently expressed to illicit an altered phenotype from the control. 



Based on data from immunoblot analysis investigating expression, we cannot yet rule out 

the therapeutic potential of an CypA-Antizyme fusion. As seen in figure 6, expression of the 

transfected CypA-Antizyme fusion is markedly decreased relative to endogenous CypA. 

Furthermore, expression of the fusion seems to be proportional to the concentration of the 

proteasome inhibitor MG132. Increasing expression under conditions of increasing proteasome 

inhibition suggests that the fusion is being actively degraded under normal cellular conditions. 

Furthermore, as the MG132 concentration increases we observe a more prevalent high molecular 

weight smear (possibly a doublet) centered around the predicted molecular weight of the fusion 

(46 kD) possibly indicative of the accumulation of an ubiquitinated protein product or another 

post-translational modification. Ubiquitination and degradation of the fusion would be consistent 

with the high rate of cellular turnover of endogenous Antizyme, which is rapidly ubiquitinated 

and degraded during the regulation of ODC levels and polyamine synthesis (Kahana 2009). 

Results from immunoblot analysis indicate that the CypA-Antizyme fusion protein is 

being degraded and is not reaching sufficient levels of expression to result in any potential 

therapeutic phenotype. Degradation is also consistent with the results of the producer and target 

cell experiments in which no observable differences in viral titer and infection susceptibility 

were observed. Equivalent expression of the EGFP reporter makes sense, as rapid degradation of 

the CypA-Antizyme fusion essentially makes experimental cell lines replicates of the controls 

and therefore equivalent titer and infection rates would be expected. In order to thoroughly 

explore the therapeutic potential of a CypA-Antizyme fusion, we must overcome the issue of 

degradation. Future fusion constructs could be designed with parameters to help evade cellular 

degradation mechanisms. Given the immunoblot data and the fact that endogenous Antizyme 

undergoes ubiquitin-dependent degradation, we could engineer a fusion that is not recognized by 



E3 ubiquitin ligase by making a conservative amino acid substitution at the lysine site(s) of 

ubiquitination. Introduction of such mutations could be accomplished through similar two 

fragment ligation reactions as were used previously. After degradation problems are resolved, 

future avenues of therapeutic research could also be expanded to include a number of lentiviruses 

that also bind to CypA via capsid interactions.



Figures
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